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Introduction 

Over the past weeks a wake-up light was developed for the DBM411 Elective, called “Anything goes 
in Biotopia“. The aim of this elective is to explore how technological artifacts might interact with each 
other as the density of technological artifacts is increasingly growing. Together these artifacts can 
form a “biotope“ or ecosystem, where they interact with each other. The rules of these interactions are 
either left up to chance or designed deliberately by us, designers.

To explore this reality, an artifact was designed for the biotope from the perspective of the artifact. The 
atifact, in this case a wake-up light, was assigned to a specific character, that of Kim Kardashian. We 
tried to translate the character traits of Kim Kardashian into the wake-up light and explored how our 
biotopian might interact with other members of the biotope.

This document reports mostly on the mechanics, programming and moods or character traits of our 
biotopian as well as the possible interactions with other biotopians. The process is only mentioned 
when relevant to the outcome.

If any questions occur, please feel free to contact us.

Enjoy!

Sander Schutjes    Lester Moorman
S.schutjes@student.tue.nl   L.f.moorman@student.tue.nl 
+31623683705    +31616201907
S141672 - M1.2    S146949 - M2.1

Faculty of Industrial Design
Eindhoven University of Technology
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Context and design

To explore system interactions and what a future intelligent space might look like, a character was 
assigned to an everyday product to explore what that character might mean for its behavior and 
interaction with other products.

We chose to match a wake-up light with the character of Kim Kardashian. The idea initiated by the fact 
that a wake-up light attracts attention, so does  Kim and that’s how the connection was born. Obviously 
Kim also has other character traits. Although these character traits might be exaggerated and are 
merely our (and public) interpretation, we decided to apply those traits in our wake-up light.

So the first element of our Kim 
Kardashian wake-up light is that 
she likes to attract attention, 
related to that, she also loves to 
get attention by being touched 
(by the ones she is trying to 
impress) and she doesn’t like 
being ignored. As a matter of fact, 
she will turn into a diva when 
she is being ignored, showing 
her discontent in a way not to be 
missed by anyone.

Attracting attention was straight 
forward to apply: just do what a 
normal wake-up light does and 
make a light show. Ignoring Kim 
can be done in two ways: either 
don’t turn off the wake-up light 
when you are supposed to get up and just let her shine in vain, or snooze a couple of times. Both are 
dangerous and might turn Kim into a diva.

When Kim is annoyed she will turn her back on you, this is done by making the top of the wake up light 
rotatable. She will turn away from you when you try to hit the snooze button again. At that point it’s 
also impossible to turn her off. There’s no escaping it: you’ll have to calm her down.

There is only one remedy when a woman is angry: you’ll have to give her a good massage. rubbing her 
gently will calm her down and she will look you in the eyes again. What happens then is up to you: you 
can turn her off, she will be content and wak you up next day as she normally would.

You could also opt for a really good massage making her feel ecstatic and waking you up next time 
with a brilliant light show. It’s true: give, and you shall receive.
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The body determines a great deal about what both humans, animals and intelligent systems can 
sense and do. Particular shapes enable us to sense particular things and carry out particular tasks/
movements. An overview of the choices made:

Mechanics

Stationary vs. moving base
The first important decision was whether 
Kim should be a stationary wake-up light 
or moving. One targeted behavior was  for 
the wake-up light to turn away from the 
user when annoyed. We thought about 
making the entire body turn away through 
wheels under the base and our other 
option was make the object stationary and 
have the upper part rotate.

We were worried at first that rotating the 
upper part would require us to put all 
electronics in the top part and connect it 
via Bluetooth to the computer in order to 
avoid tearing any wires. But on the other 
hand, having wheels under the body would 
cause the biotope to “forget” where the bed 
is located. 

After consulting with Frank and Rene we 
opted for a stationary body, especially 
because the electronics could be in the 
base of the biotope and the wires could run 
through all the levels and twist with the top 
level without being torn.

Rotation 
The next challenge was  to make the top level of the biotope turn fluently. The first challenge was to 
limit the tilting of the top level to avoid the top level from jamming when turning. This was solved by 
having wooden balls in a ridge underneath the top level, these balls rotate together with the top level, 
not causing any friction and limiting the turning, but supporting the rotation because the top level 
cannot tilt when resting on these balls.

Then the next challenge was to create a bigger rotation range than our 180 degrees servo. 360 
degrees servomotors are hard to come by so we opted to have two pulleys with a 2:1 ration, connected 
by an elastic band. We also made gears, but they jam to easily, so we opted for the pulleys.

The Body
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Sensors

Light Dependent Resistors (LDR)
As noted earlier, Kim is able to turn 
away from the user. The idea is that 
this happens when the user tries to 
hit the snooze button. To realize this, 
we opted for two LDR’s, one on each 
side of the snooze button. We chose 
two sensors to make sure that Kim 
actually turns away from the user. 
And not towards the hand.
Each LDR corresponds with a positive 
or negative rotation on the Servo 
motor. A servo constantly remembers 
it current state, so in effect one LDR 
causes the position value of the servo 
(in degrees) to drop and the other LDR causes the position value to rise.

Push button
The wake-up light has a snooze button, which will make it moody when the user snoozes too much. We 
chose a normal pushbutton because it resembles best an actual snooze button .

Capacitive sensor
To calm our wake-up light 
down when moody, it needs 
to be touched, or rubbed so to 
say. We opted for a capacity 
sensor, which we use to 
measure the time it is being 
touched without interuptions.
A push-button could do 
the same, but this way it 
represents touching someone 
a little bit more than a push 
button. Even rubbing would 
work, it doesn’t have added 
value over just touching, but 
this does allow us to fake it 
when demonstrating.
The capactive sensor has a double function in that it is also the on-button. We didn’t have time to build 
in an actual clock, so when the biotope is “off”, it can be used to make the alarm start waking you up. 
When on, it is used to calm Kim down.
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Effectors

LED-Ring
Being a wake-up light, the biotope 
has  to be able to show different 
light sequences. It needs to be bright 
enough as well to wake someone up. 
We chose an LED-ring because it has 
all the qualities described. It comes 
with an Arduino library which allows 
for easy programming and it has a 
broad range of sequences to choose 
from.

Added to that, if the light wouldn’t be 
bright enough, it  is easily expandable 
with two more and bigger LED-rings. 
You can place them around the 12-
LED ring , solder them together and 
program them as being one LED-ring.

The only thing not optimal is that the 
light isn’t diffuse, we planned on fixing 
that by sanding the acrylic part on the top of the biotope.

Servo motor
To turn the top level of the biotope, we have opted for a servo motor with a range of 180 degrees. We 
started off with a continuous rotation servo to have unlimited turning. The problem with that servo is 
that it does not remember it’s position. So if the wake-up light would calm down and should turn back 
to its original position, facing the bed, it wouldn’t know where that was located at.

Having a standard servo allows us to define the front of the biotope at 90 degrees position of the servo 
at which point it has 90 degrees space in both directions to move in and also return to it’s original 
position when ordered to.

if (currentL < (averageL - 40)) {
    // turn left
     posServo = (posServo - 60);
     myServo.write(posServo);  
   }
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“Die Umwelt“

What Kim can sense

LDR’s
The two LDR’s that Kim is equipped with allow her to sense changing light intensities. So when it 
becomes darker or lighter, Kim knows. However, Kim is only supposed to respond to sudden drops of 
light. To accomplish that a running average has been included for both of the LDR’s:

averageL = averageL * 0.95 + currentL * 0.05;

These sudden drops of light would suggest  that the user is trying to hit the snooze button again in 
which case, when Kim is acting like a Diva, would cause her to turn counter-clockwise in case of a drop 
of light intensity in the left servo and turn clockwise in case of a drop of light intensity in the right servo 
(See page 8).

The push button is in the middle of the two LDR’s, so in fact the positioning of the two LDR’s  allows 
not only to sense that a hand is coming towards the snooze button, but also where the hand is coming 
from. This is not entirely fool proof, but can only be fooled deliberately, it will not get in the way of 
functioning when not trying to hack it.

Capacitive sensor
The capacitive sensor can sense the electrical capacitance of the human body. It has been connected to 
a strip of foil turning the piece of foil into the capacitive sensor. Touching the capacity sensor signifies 
physical touch which causes Kim’s moodvalue to improve. Since the capacitive sensor is also the on/
off-button we added a small delay to distinguish between a short touch-release, like you would push a 
button, and a longer touch. When it’s touching, the mood will improve:

else if (clickTimer > CLICKDELAY){
    moodValue++;

If Kim can sense when she is touched, she can also sense when she hasn’t been touched for a while:

if (capValue <= touchValue) {
      notouchCount ++;
if (notouchCount >= 100) {
          moodValue = moodValue - 1;

The pushbutton
The pushbutton, being the snooze button is something that Kim doesn’t like, since she feels ignored 
when it is being pushed. This comes back in it’s mood;

   if (digitalRead(snoozeBtn) == HIGH) {
        moodValue = moodValue - 20;
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States & Desired Events

Kim’s perspective

The Kim Kardashian wake up light wants to be in the center of attention. When the time is there 
to shine, she will do her upmost best to grab the attention of the person laying in bed. By shining 
a seductive lightshow, she will try to wake up the person of interest. If this does not result in any 
attention or in case the subject even chooses to stay in bed by snoozing, she will feel ignored. When 
this process continues Kim will get so upset by the lack of attention that she will ignore the person of 
interest by turning away from any action. Since she does not want to interact with the person. In order 
to get her trust back she needs to get physical attention for a longer time. The more physical attention 
she receives the more appreciated she will feel. When her peak happiness is reached she will display 
her content by shining a pretty lightshow. Then she will allow you to turn her off.

Five states of behavior

Seductive Kim
This is the pre-programmed state that Kim enters when she is scheduled to wake people up. She will 
display a lightshow, optionally combined with music to make sure that the owner wakes up. She will do 
her utmost to grab the attention of the sleeping subject.

The Nitty-gritty
Kim carries a LED-strip/color wheel that is programmed in a specific sequence that plays at the 
specified time, which is specified by manual human input through a push button, like a regular alarm 
clock.

Ecstatic Kim
When Kim feels she gets the attention she demands and deserves, by her owner waking up on time 
and turning her off gently, she will display her content with a pretty lightshow and an optional special 
song, just for you. Don’t forget that a beautiful woman, is a woman who feels loved and appreciated.

The Nitty-gritty
When Kim is in her seductive state, she wants to get attention. She carries a capacity sensor which lets 
her know that she is being touched. When that happens for a period of time, she will become ecstatic 
and play a more beautiful lightshow, optional with special songs if music is implemented.

Moody Kim
Kim will become moody when she feels ignored, so don’t snooze too many times or she might feel 
ignored and will display a red flashing light to show her discontent and optionally raise the volume of 
the music.

The Nitty-gritty
When you push the snooze button too many times, Kim will feel ignored and will display a flashing red 
light to grab attention and optionally raise the volume to grab attention
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Diva Kim
Beware of ignoring a Moody Kim, or she just might return the favor and turn her back to you when 
you try and snooze again. She will need intensive attention to be calmed down if you push her this far. 
Don’t say I didn’t warn you!

The Nitty-gritty
When you push the snooze button even further Kim will enter the Diva phase and turn away when the 
user tries to snooze again. This is done through the Braitenberg-principle with two light sensors giving 
feedback to the Servo.

Everyday Kim
In this state, Kim is basically doing nothing, waiting maybe, for when it’s her time to show off again. 
She will be receptive for any manual input as to when she can shine again.
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Mood & Personality

Kim’s mood and behavior are determined by a moodValue. This value can cycle from -100 to 100 and 
can be influenced by sensor input. Giving her physical attention will raise the value, which will make 
her feel better. Ignoring here, or snoozing will lower the value and make her more annoyed. Tapping 
her when sleeping, will wake her up. Tapping her when awake and in a positive mood will make her go 
to sleep again. The graphic below displays the different states of behavior in relation to the mood value. 

Events
On  Short physical attention Tap captivity sensor when off
Off   Short physical attention Tap captivity sensor when on & in positive mood
Mood++ Long physical attention Hold captivity sensor when on 
Mood-1 Ignorance   No sensor input
Mood-20  Snoozing    Press push button

Behavioral repertoire 

Since Kim is a wake-up light, she only arises from her sleep when she knows there is attention to 
get; at the time her person of interest has to wake up. Whenever Kim is awake her light is on and 
showcases a lightshow which corresponds with her actual emotional state (See page 13).

In diva state the Braitenberg effect causes her to turn away from any incoming darkness. This was 
used to display her discontent. Since the snooze button turns away as well, it is impossible for the 
person of interest to snooze again. Also, Kim will not stop shining when she is in a negative mood. 
Therefor physical attention is required to bring her back in a mood she can get to sleep again. The 
person of interest needs to stand up for this.
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Seductive state
moodValue between 0 and 50

LED green lightshow

Ecstatic state
moodValue between 50 and 100

LED rainbow lightshow

Moody state
moodValue between -50 and 0

LED orange lightshow

Diva state
moodValue between -100 and -50

LED red lightshow
Braitenberg effect
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Task division

We both agree that the tasks have been divided evenly and we were both involved in every part of the 
process. This was done deliberately to ensure we both had an optimal learning curve.

The concept was defined together, after which Sander first focused on the aesthetical and mechanical 
part. First via sketches and a two low fidelity prototypes, later by making lasercut files and finding the 
right mechanism to make the body work. 

Meanwhile Lester was working on making the circuits and writing the first arduino codes. this included 
coding the Braitenberg principle with two LDR’s and a simple LED. Also getting the servo working.

When the core of the construction was realized (using the ball-bearing and pully system) we switched 
roles. Sander focussed on finalizing the code and programming the moods while Lester made the top 
level of the constructon, drilled the holes and soldered the components so that they could go through 
the levels of the construction into the breadboard in the bottom part of the construction. 

We have both written a piece of the report and worked on the video together in a video editing 
workshop by Lucid. 
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Future steps

If we were to continue the project there would be certain things that we would improve, both 
mechanically and in the interactions:

Mechanics

Rotation
The rotation of the top level of Kim did work, although not entirely as we wished for. We wanted the top 
level to rotate away from a hand approaching it and do that in the same speed as the hand so to say, 
not too radically, in steps of 2 to 4 degrees at a time.

If these rotations were done too slowly however, the elastic band between the pulleys had trouble to 
create enough friction to actually rotate the top of the wake-up light. We opted for a radical rotation 
of 60 degrees to fix this. Downside was that within two times of approaching the LDR, we were out of 
rotation space. 

Since the servo’s starting position was set at 90 degrees, it has wiggle room of 90 degrees in both 
directions. If the steps could be smaller, it would feel more natural. Also when doing that radical sweep, 
the elastic band still needed to build up resistance, so the desired rotation in real-life wasn’t attained. 
We would have tried to fix this by experimenting with stronger/tighter elastic bands and making higher 
pulleys to increase the area the elastic band grabs on to.

Lights
We tried to make the light of Kim diffuse by sanding the accrylic cover of the biotope. This didn’t work 
optimally. This could be solved by usin a milky type of acrylic or covering each individual LED on the 
ring with polymorph.

Power
The combination of the LED-ring mostly, together with the other electronics asked too much power of 
our arduino. It would work for a while, but the peaks proved too much, after which the arduino would 
crashed. We solved it for the time being with a variable external power source from the D.search lab. It 
doesn’t look very nice however, so we would buy and solder a battery pack to the LED-ring to prevent 
overloading the arduino.

Clock & sound
Our wake-up light lacked an actual clock to read the time and also buttons to set the time Kimwould 
wake you up. These we would like to add as well as music to go with the light to make Kim more 
expressive.

Interaction
The interactions with other biotopians were discussed, but not materialized. This would be the first 
thing to add if we were to continue with the elective. We envisioned working together with the shutters 
at the window. Kim could point it’s light towards the LDR’s of the shutters to indicate it’s time to wake 
up, after which the shutters could also open and allow daylight into the room.
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Appendix A - Arduino Code

#include <CapacitiveSensor.h>
#include <Adafruit_NeoPixel.h>
#include “Servo.h”
Servo myServo;

// connect LED ring
#ifdef __AVR__
#include <avr/power.h>
#endif
#define PIN 6
#define CLICKDELAY 5
Adafruit_NeoPixel strip = Adafruit_NeoPixel(12, 6, NEO_GRB + NEO_KHZ800);

// connect capsense
CapacitiveSensor   cs_2_4 = CapacitiveSensor(2,4);        // 10M resistor between pins 4 & 2, pin 2 is sensor pin, 
add a wire and or foil if desired
int ledPin = 13;

// set mood startvalue and awakestate
int moodValue = 10; 
boolean awakeState = false;

// set coreTimer
int coreTimer = 0;
int currentTime = 0;

// set touchvalue, touch counters capsense
int touchValue = 300;
int touchCount = 0;
int notouchCount = 0;

// set max time to push on/off button
int onoffValue = 10;

// initialize servo startposition
int posServo = 90;

// input pin snoozebutton
int snoozeBtn = 7;

// initialize moodvalue of states
int divaState = -100;
int moodyState = -50;
int neutralState = 0;
int seductiveState = 50;
int extaticState = 100;

// initialize ldr and input
int inputL = A0;
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int inputR = A5;
int currentL = 0; 
int currentR = 0;
int averageL = 0; 
int averageR = 0;

boolean bCheckHold = false;
int clickTimer = 0;

void setup()                    
{
   Serial.begin(9600);
   
   pinMode(snoozeBtn, INPUT);                 // declare pushbutton as input
   pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
   
   strip.begin();
   strip.setBrightness(50); //adjust brightness here
   strip.show(); // Initialize all pixels to ‘off’
   
   myServo.write (posServo);                 //set servo to startposition
   myServo.attach (9);                       //servo pin
}

void loop()                    
{
    coreTimer ++;
    
    // setup capsense
    long start = millis();
    long capValue =  cs_2_4.capacitiveSensor(30);
    
    // print capsense value
    /*Serial.print(millis() - start);        // check on performance in milliseconds
    Serial.print(“\t”);  */                  // tab character for debug windown spacing
    Serial.print(capValue);                  // print capsense input
    Serial.print(‘\t’);  
    
    Serial.print(“core-”);                    // print time from start
    Serial.print(coreTimer);
    Serial.print(‘\t’);
    
    Serial.print(“yes-”);                    // print time touched
    Serial.print(touchCount);
    Serial.print(‘\t’); 

    Serial.print(“clickTimer-”);                   
    Serial.print(clickTimer);
    Serial.print(‘\t’); 

    Serial.print(“bCheckHold-”);                   
    Serial.print(bCheckHold);
    Serial.print(‘\t’); 
    
    Serial.print(“no-”);                     // print time not touched
    Serial.print(notouchCount);
    Serial.print(‘\t’);
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    Serial.print(“awakestate-”);
    Serial.print(awakeState);                // print state
    Serial.print(‘\t’); 
    
    Serial.print(“moodValue-”);
    Serial.print(moodValue);                 // print overall mood value
    Serial.print(‘\t’);     
    Serial.print(‘\t’);  
    
    Serial.print(“currentL-”);
    Serial.print(currentL);                 // print overall mood value
    Serial.print(‘\t’);  
 
    Serial.print(“averageL-”);
    Serial.print(averageL);                 // print overall mood value
    Serial.print(‘\t’);    
 
    Serial.print(“currentR-”);
    Serial.print(currentR);                 // print overall mood value
    Serial.print(‘\t’);      
    
    Serial.print(“averageR-”);
    Serial.print(averageR);                 // print overall mood value
    Serial.print(‘\t’);       
    
    Serial.print(“posServo-”);
    Serial.print(posServo);                 // print overall mood value
    Serial.print(‘\t’); 
    
    // check awakeState
    if (awakeState == true) {
      Serial.println(“Im awake”);
      digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);
    }
    else {
      Serial.println(“im sleeping”);
      digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
      
      // ledring off
      colorWipe(strip.Color(0, 0, 0), 10); // Off
    }
    
    //delay(10); // arbitrary delay to limit data to serial port 
    
    // Count time not touched
    if (capValue <= touchValue) {
      notouchCount ++;
      
      /*if (notouchCount >= 100) {
        notouchCount = 0;
      }*/
    }

    // if false check if touched
    if(bCheckHold==false){
      if(capValue >= touchValue){
        bCheckHold = true;
      }
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    }
    // if true start clicktimer and touchcounter
    else{
      clickTimer++;
      if(capValue >= touchValue){
        touchCount ++;
      }
      // if click takes shorter than clickdelay
      if(clickTimer < CLICKDELAY){
        //
      }
      // if clickdelay has passed and touchcount did not take as much time than it is a click
      else if (clickTimer == CLICKDELAY){
        if(touchCount < CLICKDELAY){
          // click
          // light on
          if(awakeState == false){
            awakeState = true;
          }
          //light off
          else {
            if(moodValue > 0){
              awakeState = false;
            }
          }
          // Reset clicktimer and tocuhcounter
          bCheckHold = false;
          touchCount = 0;
          clickTimer = 0;
        }
        // if clickdelay has passed and touchcount is the same than it is a hold
        else{
          awakeState = true;
        }
      }
      //increase mood until not touched
      else if (clickTimer > CLICKDELAY){
      
        moodValue++;

        if(capValue < touchValue){
          // Reset
          bCheckHold = false;
          touchCount = 0;
          clickTimer = 0;
        }
      }
    }

    
    if (awakeState == true) {
      behaviors(); 
      
      //Increase mood      
      if (capValue >= touchValue && touchCount >= onoffValue) {
        moodValue++;
      }
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      //Decrease mood
      if (digitalRead(snoozeBtn) == HIGH) {
        moodValue = moodValue - 20;
        //Serial.println(“YESSSS”);
      }
      
      //When no attention for more than X time, mood decreases
      // ideally should increase the longer it takes
      if(awakeState == true){
        if (notouchCount >= 100) {
          moodValue = moodValue - 1;
          if(notouchCount >= 110){
            notouchCount = 0;
          }
          // >>> reset notouchvalue
        }
      }

      
      if(moodValue >= extaticState){
        moodValue = extaticState;
      }
      else if (moodValue <= divaState){
        moodValue = divaState;
      }
      
      // put her to sleep when touch is shorter than 1 sec and moodvalue is positive
      //if (touchCount <= onoffValue && moodValue >= neutralState) {
        //awakeState = false;
        //brightenberg();
        //moodValue = moodValue + 100;
      //}
    }  
}

void brightenberg() {
  currentL = analogRead(inputL);
  currentR = analogRead(inputR);
  averageL = averageL * 0.95 + currentL * 0.05;
  averageR = averageR * 0.95 + currentR * 0.05;
  
  if (currentL < (averageL - 40)) {
    // turn left
    posServo = (posServo - 60);
    myServo.write(posServo);  
  }
     
  if (currentR < (averageR - 40)) {
    // turn right
    posServo = (posServo + 60);
    myServo.write(posServo);  
  }
  
  if(posServo >= 180){
        posServo = 180;
      }
      else if (posServo <= 0){
        posServo = 0;
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      }
}

void behaviors () {

// actual behavior based on moodvalue
    if (moodValue >= seductiveState && moodValue <= extaticState) {
      //rainbow lightshow
      theaterChaseRainbow(10);
      //Serial.println(“Ecstatic”);
    }
    
    // seductive
    if (moodValue >= neutralState && moodValue <= seductiveState) {
      colorWipe(strip.Color(0, 255, 0), 10); // Green
      //theaterChase(strip.Color(0, 255, 0), 50); // Blue
      //Serial.println(“Seductive”);
    }
   
    
    // behavior three
    if (moodValue <= neutralState && moodValue >= moodyState) {
      colorWipe(strip.Color(255, 165, 0), 10); // Orange
      //theaterChase(strip.Color(255, 165, 0), 50); // Orange
      //Serial.println(“Moody”);
    }
    
    // behavior four
    if (moodValue <= moodyState && moodValue >= divaState) {
      colorWipe(strip.Color(255, 0, 0), 10); // Red
      //theaterChase(strip.Color(255, 0, 0), 50); // Red
      //Serial.println(“Diva”);
      //brightenberg
      brightenberg();  
    }
}

// NEOPIXEL

// Fill the dots one after the other with a color
void colorWipe(uint32_t c, uint8_t wait) {
  for(uint16_t i=0; i<strip.numPixels(); i++) {
    strip.setPixelColor(i, c);
    strip.show();
    //delay(wait);
  }
}

void rainbow(uint8_t wait) {
  uint16_t i, j;

  for(j=0; j<256; j++) {
    for(i=0; i<strip.numPixels(); i++) {
      strip.setPixelColor(i, Wheel((i+j) & 255));
    }
    strip.show();
    //delay(wait);
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  }
}

// Slightly different, this makes the rainbow equally distributed throughout
void rainbowCycle(uint8_t wait) {
  uint16_t i, j;

  for(j=0; j<256*5; j++) { // 5 cycles of all colors on wheel
    for(i=0; i< strip.numPixels(); i++) {
      strip.setPixelColor(i, Wheel(((i * 256 / strip.numPixels()) + j) & 255));
    }
    strip.show();
    //delay(wait);
  }
}

//Theatre-style crawling lights.
void theaterChase(uint32_t c, uint8_t wait) {
  for (int j=0; j<10; j++) {  //do 10 cycles of chasing
    for (int q=0; q < 3; q++) {
      for (uint16_t i=0; i < strip.numPixels(); i=i+3) {
        strip.setPixelColor(i+q, c);    //turn every third pixel on
      }
      strip.show();

      //delay(wait);

      for (uint16_t i=0; i < strip.numPixels(); i=i+3) {
        strip.setPixelColor(i+q, 0);        //turn every third pixel off
      }
    }
  }
}

//Theatre-style crawling lights with rainbow effect
void theaterChaseRainbow(uint8_t wait) {
  for (int j=0; j < 256; j++) {     // cycle all 256 colors in the wheel
    for (int q=0; q < 3; q++) {
      for (uint16_t i=0; i < strip.numPixels(); i=i+3) {
        strip.setPixelColor(i+q, Wheel( (i+j) % 255));    //turn every third pixel on
      }
      strip.show();

      //delay(wait);

      for (uint16_t i=0; i < strip.numPixels(); i=i+3) {
        strip.setPixelColor(i+q, 0);        //turn every third pixel off
      }
    }
  }
}

// Input a value 0 to 255 to get a color value.
// The colours are a transition r - g - b - back to r.
uint32_t Wheel(byte WheelPos) {
  WheelPos = 255 - WheelPos;
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  if(WheelPos < 85) {
    return strip.Color(255 - WheelPos * 3, 0, WheelPos * 3);
  }
  if(WheelPos < 170) {
    WheelPos -= 85;
    return strip.Color(0, WheelPos * 3, 255 - WheelPos * 3);
  }
  WheelPos -= 170;
  return strip.Color(WheelPos * 3, 255 - WheelPos * 3, 0);
}

    
    // check input snoozebutton
    //awakeValue = digitalRead(snoozeButton);  // read input value
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Appendix B - Arduino Serial Monitor
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Appendix C - Process Impressions
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